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New sp-mode Functions
—Providing Location Information Using Base-station Data—
Smartphone subscribers are proliferating in the market, and
we have developed a new sp-mode function for smartphones,
providing location information based on NTT DOCOMO
base station data.
This function has advantages over GPS-based positioning
because the use of location data for NTT DOCOMO base stations allows positioning to be done more quickly, and to be
used indoors and underground. This development provides an
environment allowing terminal applications to use location
information more easily than before. Positioning operations
using base stations also consume less power than GPS positioning, so the function should contribute to increasing battery
life for smartphone terminals.
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Figure 1 Overview of service using base-station-based location information
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*2 API: Libraries and other functions that can be
used from an application, provided in a programming language.
*3 MAPS: A platform that provides Internet connection and corporate system connection to
various access circuits including FOMA.

*4 Open i-area: The function provided by i-mode
for obtaining location information. “i-area” is
the name of both the service provided on i-mode
as well as the function itself. “Open i-area”
refers to the open specification for functionality
using “i-area.”

*5 API key: A key used for authentication when
using the base-station-based location function.
*6 CP: An enterprise that provides content over the
Internet.
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Figure 2 Overview of location positioning (link with existing process)
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*7 tethering: A function which enables a smartphone to be used as an external modem, so that
Wi-Fi devices such as game machines or PCs
can connect to the Internet through the mobile
phone’s connection.

6

*8 HTTP: A communications protocol used
between Web browsers and Web servers to
send and receive HyperText Markup Language
(HTML) and other content.

*9 XML: A markup language proposed by the
World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) for
describing the meaning and structure of documents and data. It can be extended by userdefined tags.
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Table 1 Location information positioning items
Required/
optional

Item

Required
elements

Latitude (including north/south) (world geodetic system, WGS84)
Format: XYYY.ZZZZZ (deg.)

N036.06500

Longitude

Longitude (including east/west) (world geodetic system, WGS84)
Format: XYYY.ZZZZZ (deg.)

E136.06500

Area name
Area code

NTT DOCOMO Technical Journal

Example

Latitude

Measurement time

Optional
elements
(selectable
in location
request)

Overview

Positioning time
Format: yyyy-mm-ddThh:mm:ss+time zone (T is a delimiter)

2011-05-14T23:59:59+09:00

Area name corresponding to the area code for the current location
Current location area code (defined by NTT DOCOMO)

Chiyoda ward
00001

Address

Current location address
* Text string concatenating “state name,” “city/town/village name,”
“area name,” and “sub-area name.”

2 Nagatacho,
Chiyoda ward, Tokyo

Address code

Current location address code (codes managed by Japan Geographic
Data Center)

12345678901

Postal code

Current location postal code

1006150
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*11

An example of using the positioning API is shown in Figure 4.
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information is sent through the trea-

*10 APN: The name of a connection point; the
name of a network connection point prepared
by a corporate user as a connection destination.
*11 CiRCUS: A device that serves as an interface
between the NTT DOCOMO core network and
the Internet, provides i-mode mail, i-mode
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the new positioning function.

menu, ordinary Internet access, and other functions.
*12 EBSCP: A device that maintains profile data
of each provider such as the name and IP
address, handles authentication with each
provider and connection management in the

FOMA network.
*13 core network: A network consisting of
switches and subscriber-information management equipment. Mobile terminals communicated with the core network via the radio
access network.
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Example HTTP request

Smartphone
(terminal appli)

Location information
retrieval API

Establish TCP connection
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Establish TLS session

Location information request (HTTP request)

<?xml version=“1.0”encoding=“UTF-8”?>
<DDF ver=“1.0”>
<RequestInfo>
<RequestParam>
<APIKey>
API key data issued by NTT DOCOMO
○○○
</APIKey>
<OptionProperty>
<AreaCode></AreaCode>
Requested positioning items
<AreaName></AreaName>
(area code, address, postal code, etc.)
<Adr></Adr>
</OptionProperty>
</RequestParam>
</RequestInfo>
</DDF>

Location
positioning
Example HTTP response

Location information response (HTTP response)
Close TCP connection

HTTP1.1/ 200 OK
Date: Thu, 21 Dec 2010 12:23:34 GMT
Connection: close
Content-length: ○○
Content-Type: application/xml; charset=UTF-8
<?xml version=“1.0” encoding=“UTF-8”?>
<DDF>
<RequestInfo>
<TotalCount>1</TotalCount>
<ResultCode>2000</ResultCode>
</RequestInfo>
<Feature>
<Geometry>
<Lat>N036.06500</Lat>
Positioning response items
<Lon>E135.06600</Lon>
(latitude, longitude)
</Geometry>
<OptionProperty>
Positioning response
<AreaCode>00001</AreaCode>
<AreaName>Chiyoda ward</AreaName>
items
<Adr>2 Nagatacho, Chiyoda ward, Tokyo</Adr>
(items from request)
</OptionProperty>
</Feature>
</DDF>

TCP: Transmission Control Protocol
TLS: Transport Layer Security

Figure 4 Example use of the location information positioning API
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Management Function
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rization before retrieving it. To fulfill
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this, user consent settings for this func-

to set individual terminal appli permis-

number of positioning requests due to

tion allow the overall positioning func-

sions. Settings can also be enabled or

malfunction of a terminal appli, or a

tion to be enabled and disabled, as well

disabled after starting to use a terminal

malicious developer could attempt to

as allowing the function to be enabled or

appli by accessing the sp-mode config-

obtain location data for anti-social rea-

disabled individually for each terminal

uration site.

sons. Anticipating cases such as these,

appli that the user downloads.
Note that if these permissions have

8

POST /nwLocation/GetLocation HTTP/1.1
Host: ap1.spmode.ne.jp
Connection: close
Content-length: ○○
Content-Type: application/xml; charset=UTF-8

when it is necessary to immediately
stop a terminal appli from obtaining
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location information, the API key for the
Developer
(terminal appli)

application can be suspended on the
NTT DOCOMO server, allowing all

NTT DOCOMO
service registration site

CP information registration request

requests by that terminal appli to be
enabled or disabled at once.

Input data verification
Preparatory
procedures

Service registration
API key issued

5. Procedure for Initiating
a New Service
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CP registration
Service information registration request

Develop terminal appli

We now describe the procedures
and processes required for a developer

Application
market

CP Site

User
(terminal appli)

Location information
retrieval API

Download

to develop a terminal appli using the
location-positioning request API. As

Launch terminal appli
(location positioning)

described in the preceding sections, the
API authenticates using an API key

E.g.: send message with attached location information
E.g.: retrieve map information near the current location

when performing positioning opera-

Location information
positioning process

tions. When NTT DOCOMO issues the
Figure 5 Sequence from preparation to start of service

API key for each terminal appli, it
requires the terminal appli developer to
submit developer profile information

of the address and e-mail address.

approximate location information, even

and an outline of the terminal appli to

2) Register Service Information

in environments where GPS cannot be

be developed. Figure 5 shows the

After registering the CP information,

used. In the future, we plan to enhance

overall process from registration of the

an API key is issued upon registration

location-based functions and services

terminal appli developer profile to use

of service information (service name,

further, constantly extending function-

of the service by users.

service outline) for the terminal appli

ality in an effort to improve conve-

1) Register CP Information

that will use the positioning function.

nience for NTT DOCOMO users.

6. Conclusion
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